An Agent-Based Model for Addressing the Impact of a Disaster on Access to Primary Care Services
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Hurricane Sandy in the Rockaways, Queens, forced residents to evacuate and primary care providers to close or curtail operations. A large deficit in primary care access was apparent in the immediate aftermath of the storm. Our objective was to build a computational model to aid responders in planning to situate primary care services in a disaster-affected area.

Methods: Using an agent-based modeling platform, HAZEL, we simulated the Rockaways population, its evacuation behavior, and primary care providers’ availability in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. Data sources for this model included post-storm and community health surveys from New York City, a survey of the Rockaways primary care providers, and research literature. The model then tested geospatially specific interventions to address storm-related access deficits.

Results: The model revealed that areas of high primary care access deficit were concentrated in the eastern part of the Rockaways. Placing mobile health clinics in the most populous census tracts reduced the access deficit significantly, whereas increasing providers’ capacity by 50% reduced the deficit to a lesser degree.

Conclusions: An agent-based model may be a useful tool to have in place so that policy makers can conduct scenario-based analyses to plan interventions optimally in the event of a disaster. (Disaster Med Public Health Preparedness. 2016;10:386-393)
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Hurricane Sandy was the second largest and costliest hurricane in the United States after Katrina. It was responsible for more than 200 deaths across 8 countries and significantly damaged infrastructure and hampered access to health care services in the low-lying neighborhoods of different regions including New York City. In the United States, Hurricane Sandy disrupted the overall functioning of the health care system, including routine visits to primary care providers (PCPs) and access to hospitals and emergency rooms, dialysis, gynecology services, and mental health providers. Numerous factors related to operations of health facilities contributed to issues with access to primary health care. These factors included building and infrastructure damage, widespread power outages, and issues with transportation systems.

Measuring the impact of Hurricane Sandy on the primary health care system in heavily affected areas is important to effectively plan for future disasters. Spatiotemporal assessment of primary health care deficit, ie, the difference between demand and capacity, requires a framework where demand and capacity can be modeled separately on the basis of real data. Agent-based modeling is a proven framework to study spatiotemporal aspects of dynamic systems.

The Rockaway Peninsula (referred to as “the Rockaways”) is an ideal neighborhood for using agent-based modeling to study the impact of a significant coastal storm on primary care access, including physician practices, hospital and other ambulatory care facilities, and other facilities that we consider to be major contributors to meeting primary care needs (eg, pharmacies). The unique characteristics of the Rockaways include a relatively diverse area with a range of socioeconomic, housing, and health care coverage types; geographic isolation with limited public and private transportation options; a single hospital and one federally qualified health center with 2 sites; a relatively high proportion of Medicaid enrollees; severe impact from Hurricane Sandy; and the subject of considerable post-Sandy efforts by the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) and other organizations to determine the need for and availability of primary care services.
Our main objective in this study was to examine primary care need in the Rockaways by using an agent-based model. This model simulated the population, PCPs, and dynamic interactions between these groups. Based on these dynamics, the model simulated a primary care access deficit as a function of time in different census tracts in the Rockaways. One potential approach to reduce a primary care access deficit is to increase the capacity of health facilities to serve more patients. Although the total number of open practices may change in time, at any point, increasing the number of health care providers at specific practices can influence capacity. Another approach to address temporary deficits in access to primary care, which has been utilized after previous disasters, is the deployment of mobile health clinics (MHCs). MHCs were deployed after Hurricane Sandy by various hospital systems and health center organizations, and these organizations were coordinating with the state and city health departments. After Hurricane Sandy, MHCs provided more than 1000 displaced individuals with primary care services in various heavily impacted areas of New York City. One obstacle in deploying MHCs is assessing the need in the community for primary health care to direct these resources to locations where they can be most effectively accessed. Therefore, another objective of this study was to assess the effect of deploying MHCs in reducing health care deficits and to examine the impact of alternative MHC locations on reducing the access deficit in local areas over time.

Here we report on an agent-based model to simulate the complex dynamic system of population and primary health care providers on the Rockaway Peninsula in New York City. The model represents a spatially explicit counterfactual laboratory in which to assess the impact of alternative interventions. The use of the census tract subdivision within the model has the potential to assist decision-makers in emergency response planning and real-time, post-disaster response activities.

METHODS

To assess the primary care deficit in the Rockaways, we used the agent model HAZEL (HAZard-area rEsouce Locator), which is named after the first female African American general in the US Army, Hazel Brown-Johnson (1927-2011). HAZEL is designed to be a tool for public health decision-makers to use for monitoring and evaluating the ongoing progress of restoring access to primary care in disaster-affected areas as well as for long-term planning. HAZEL allows for each access variable to be modified or held constant in relation to others, so that their relative impact on the access deficit can be observed in the simulation environment. Thus, the decision-maker can (1) test interventions experimentally, comparing past experience with alternative decisions to aid in planning for future events; (2) test which components of need and capacity have the greatest impact on short-term and long-term access deficits—suggesting whether, when, and how to target interventions; and (3) test whether policy changes—such as loosening Medicaid eligibility restrictions—might improve primary care recovery.

The Agent-Based Modeling Framework

HAZEL is designed as one module in a larger simulation system called Framework for Reconstructing Epidemic Dynamics (FRED), which is an open-source agent-based modeling and simulation platform funded by the National Institutes of Health to simulate the daily activities and interactions of millions of individuals. FRED was originally designed to study epidemic dynamics; however, it has additional functionality to be used for other purposes such as simulating post-disaster primary care access. For example, FRED has been used to evaluate potential responses to influenza pandemics, including vaccination policies, school closure, social distancing behavior, and the effects of commuting modalities as well as to examine the causes of spatial inequalities in infectious disease. Key features of FRED include realistic synthetic populations based on the US Census Bureau’s Public Use Microdata Files and Census aggregated data, specification of agent health status and social networks, specification of agent behavior and decision rules, and scalability. In freely available synthetic population data developed by RTI International as part of the MIDAS project, each agent has a set of sociodemographic characteristics that include age, sex, race, household income, and employment and school enrollment status. Each household is mapped to a specific geographic location. FRED is very scalable; namely, it can run on a variety of computer platforms from laptops to supercomputers, depending on the size of the population being simulated.

To model primary care access deficit, we parameterized the attributes of individuals and practices in HAZEL by using various data sources (see the supplementary tables in the online data supplement).

The agent attributes were as follows:

1. Demographics: In our synthetic population data we included several demographic attributes, such as age, sex, and exact household location.
2. PCP assignment: We assigned individual agents to their PCPs on the basis of the distance between them, PCP type, and their insurance type. We used a gravity model to assign agents to their PCPs. Namely, the agents were highly likely to be assigned to PCPs closer to where they lived as long as their capacity permitted it and the provider accepted the agent’s insurance. We had 3 types of providers by specialty: pediatricians, family medicine physicians, and internal medicine physicians. We assumed that pediatricians saw only children under the age of 18 years, internal medicine physicians saw only adults, and family medicine physicians saw both children and adults.
3. Insurance type: Agents were given a type of health insurance to match proportions of each health insurance type among respondents residing in Rockaways zip codes in the DOHMH Community Health Survey (CHS) from 2010 to 2012, including Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance, and no insurance. Owing to the small sample size of Rockaways, we had to aggregate 3 years in the survey. The 3% of respondents who had the “other” insurance type were proportionally rolled into the aforementioned 4 insurance types. We assumed that insurance type was correlated with household income so that only low-income households could have Medicaid. To simulate this we used a probability of being a Medicaid enrollee that is proportional to (1- hh_income/threshold), where hh_income is the household income, threshold is chosen as the twice the minimum household income in the area, and only those individuals with household income less than the threshold are assigned to Medicaid.

4. Chronic conditions among adults: Prevalence of asthma, hypertension, and diabetes among adult agents was based on self-reported prevalence estimates from the DOHMH 2012 CHS.

5. Chronic conditions among children: Prevalence of diabetes and asthma among children was based on data from Dabelea et al. and the CDC National Health Interview Survey 2012 report, respectively.

6. Frequency of PCP visits: Agents accessed their assigned PCP on the basis of their age and chronic condition (if any). Age-specific average number of annual visits to a PCP was determined from Petterson et al. The average number of annual visits was divided by 250 to estimate the daily probability of accessing a PCP. Because private insurance was correlated with between 1.04 and 1.21 times more PCP visits, we assumed that agents with private insurance visited a PCP 1.1 times more than did agents with Medicaid. According to Ostbye et al., we assumed that agents with chronic conditions utilized primary care at twice the rate as agents without chronic conditions, ie, their daily probability of accessing a PCP was twice that shown in the table in the online data supplement for their age and insurance type.

7. Evacuation estimates: We used the DOHMH 2013 CHS to give agents a probability of evacuation starting 3 days before the hurricane made landfall and a probability of return starting the day after the hurricane struck. Using responses to the following questions from residents of the Rockaways, we estimated the proportion of residents who were present in the Rockaways beginning 3 days before the hurricane and through the end of the simulation (100 days). (a) Did you evacuate from your home, at any time, because of Hurricane Sandy? (Yes/No) (b) Did you first evacuate your home before, during, or after Hurricane Sandy? (c) How many days were you not able to stay in your home because of the need to evacuate because of Hurricane Sandy? (<7, 7-30, 31-90, >90 days, still unable to return/home destroyed). We fit exponential functions to the survey data to estimate these probabilities (Figure 1).

The practice attributes were as follows. To create a complete system of interacting individuals and practices, we extended the definition of an agent to not only individuals but also practices with self-decision mechanisms. In 2014, the DOHMH conducted a survey among primary care practices in the Rockaways to determine Hurricane Sandy’s impact on primary care. Forty of the universe of 46 practices in the Rockaways responded to the survey. We used the results of this survey (provider survey) to obtain agent attributes for the providers in that area. Survey results provided the exact
location, insurance types accepted, panel size, whether the practice closed in response to Sandy, whether the practice temporarily increased their panel size after Sandy, and when they reopened in their original location.

1. Panel size: We used the data on whether a provider reported increasing their panel size after Sandy to parameterize their ability to increase their capacity in the immediate aftermath of the storm: ie, providers who reported that they increased their panel size after Sandy were able to see 50% more patients immediately after Sandy in the excess capacity scenario described below.

2. Practice closure and reopening: We used the provider survey results in assigning durations of closures to practices.

Legal data were used to contextualize the agents operating in the HAZEL framework. Such legal data included provider scope of practice and licensure portability; the waiver of certain laws, regulations, and policies during declared emergencies and associated executive orders; and credentialing of volunteer providers and other issues related to volunteers. These data informed how agents could behave within the model.

Simulation Scenarios
Scenarios included a baseline scenario (a hurricane strikes the Rockaways on day 5 of the simulation and there is no intervention to reduce the access deficit), a scenario in which a subset of providers increased their capacity by 50% (ie, they were able to see 50% more patients per day), and a third scenario in which MHCs were active starting 3 days after the hurricane strikes (in the most populous census tracts or in the actual locations used by New York City in 2012 for 30 days). The interventions were designed to address possible changes in the law that might enable increased provider capacity because of an expansion in practitioner scope of practice via waiver of law (eg, allowing physician assistants to perform certain services without physician supervision or through volunteer providers), and (2) allow MHCs to be included in vehicle categories exempt from any transportation limitations via executive order.

Each scenario was run 20 times and an average access deficit was calculated on each day along with a 95% confidence interval. Access deficit was defined as the number of people who sought and were unable to access care at a provider who accepted their insurance type. MHCs accepted all insurance types. The daily number of people unable to get care with a provider who accepted their insurance type was also mapped in each census tract.

RESULTS
Parameters from CHS and Provider Surveys
Evacuation and return dynamics for Rockaway residents are as shown in Figure 1A: 39% evacuated before the storm, 3% during the storm, and 13% after the hurricane (we assumed all evacuees had finished evacuation 1 day after the storm). Twenty percent of those who evacuated returned within 7 days after the storm. The rate of return slowed thereafter, with 42% returning 7 to 30 days after, and another 20% returning 30 to 90 days after the storm and 15% returning after 90 days. The daily probability of evacuation and return after fitting exponential distributions to these data are shown in Figure 1B.

HAZEL Baseline Scenario
With dynamically evacuating and returning agents and providers who closed and reopened in response to the storm, HAZEL could now be queried to examine the daily primary care access deficit, ie, the number of people who sought care and could not receive it. In the baseline scenario, Hurricane Sandy struck the Rockaways on day 5. Agents evacuated starting on day 2 of the simulation and returned starting on day 6 and continuing through day 100. Primary care sites reopened 10, 21, and 60 days after the hurricane struck. This is visible as drops in the number of people unable to get care from a provider who accepted their insurance type on these days in Figure 2. By day 100 of the simulation, the deficit was at a level below that on day 0 because not all evacuated agents had returned by this time.

Scenario With Provider Capacity Increase
Providers who reported that their capacity increased after Hurricane Sandy were simulated to have a 50% higher capacity in the immediate aftermath of Sandy in order to examine the impact of increasing provider capacity on access deficit. As shown in Figure 3 (green line), the ability of these providers to exceed their pre-Sandy capacity resulted in a modest decrease in the deficit compared to the baseline scenario.

FIGURE 2
Baseline Scenario Showing the Number of People Who Sought Health Care Each Simulated Day (Black) and the Number Unable to Get Care From a Primary Care Provider Who Accepted Their Insurance Type (Red).

Note. The day when the hurricane struck is shown as a dashed line in orange.
Scenarios With Mobile Health Clinics
When MHCs were placed in the 6 most populous tracts in the Rockaways starting day 5 after the hurricane, we observed a sharp drop in the number of people unable to access primary care (Figure 3, blue line). MHCs reduced the number of people unable to access care compared to the baseline scenario in the 30 days for which they functioned. Figure 4 shows maps of the Rockaways under the 3 scenarios. With MHCs in the most populous tracts, deficit was reduced to the lowest level in all tracts (Figure 4C).

In another formulation of this scenario, we simulated a primary care deficit when MHCs were placed in locations that were used in New York City during the Sandy response (see Figure S1 in the online data supplement).32 The deficit in this scenario was comparable to that in the scenario in which MHCs were placed in the most populous tracts (Figure S2 in the online data supplement).

Sensitivity Analyses
We examined sensitivity of the model to various agent and provider behavioral parameters. Holding evacuation probability and return probability of agents constant at the baseline levels, the model showed a nonlinear increase in deficit as the daily probability of seeking health care was varied from 50% lower to 50% higher than the baseline value. There was a sharp increase in deficit when agents sought care with a higher probability than at baseline (Figure 5A). Deficit decreased as evacuation probability increased, also showing hints of nonlinearity with steeper decreases at values below the baseline evacuation probability (0.189) than above (Figure 5B). Deficit in the model was somewhat less sensitive to the rate of return, although the deficit increased, as expected, with the daily return probability (Figure 5C).
HAZEL is a novel simulation tool to assist in decision-making in the aftermath of a disaster, which may result in a public health emergency. Our results show that the tool is useful to simulate and examine dynamics in population and provider evacuation in the aftermath of a hurricane and its impact on primary care access. In scenarios designed to address the alternative intervention options decision-makers may be faced with, we were able to quantify the primary care access deficit. MHCs, which generally accept all insurance types and uninsured patients, were particularly effective at reducing the access deficit. After Hurricane Sandy, all but one MHC were active only for approximately 30 days (R Sood, personal communication, 2015). We recognize that numerous factors play a role in length of deployment of MHCs, including the interest and resources of the MHC parent organization and the interest of public health officials to not provide disincentives that keep patients from visiting their regular health care provider if that provider’s operations have resumed. Yet our model shows that given the changing dynamics of people returning to their homes in the Rockaways after Sandy and the number of days PCPs reported being closed, MHCs may need to be active for a longer duration to have a sustained impact on reducing an access deficit.

Our model shows that MHCs placed in the locations used by the New York State and New York City decision-makers in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy were as effective at reducing the deficit as were MHCs placed in the most populous tracts. In the aftermath of Sandy, there was significant communication between residents of the Rockaways and community-based organizations on the location of MHCs. These locations were effectively communicated to government agencies. Our results suggest, however, that placing MHCs in the most populous tracts may be an effective strategy in the Rockaways in the absence of such a process or institutional memory, which enables public health and emergency management officials to formalize a strategy for coordination with MHC organizations to suggest deployment a strategy after a disaster.

Our model results are most sensitive to agents’ daily probability of accessing health care. When agents accessed care with a daily probability above our baseline value (which was based on the literature), the access deficit rose steeply (Figure 4A). On the basis of this result, we suggest that additional clarity on the actual primary care utilization behavior of the specific population under study may increase the accuracy of model outputs.

HAZEL was created for the Rockaways, but its use can extend beyond this one region of New York City. Any geographic area in the United States, with inputs of health care provider locations, panel size, and distribution of insurance type and chronic condition prevalence, can parameterize HAZEL for their use. Owing to the small size of the resident population...
in the Rockaways, the estimated evacuation and return rates had wide margins of error based on the New York City DOHMH 2013 CHS. Sensitivity analyses, however, allowed us to examine the sensitivity of model results to these agent behaviors. A limitation of our model is that agents were assigned to providers on the basis of a generic gravity model owing to lack of data in the literature. We constrained agents to providers who accepted their insurance and whose specialty matched agent age. We believe these are reasonable assumptions because there is little information on how people choose their providers and the distance they travel in order to access a PCP under normal or emergency conditions. Finally, our assignment of Medicaid to households took into account household income but not poverty (ie, income given household size). Our method for Medicaid assignment did, however, ensure that insurance type was related to household income, and hence, spatially patterned in the Rockaways.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an agent-based modeling tool to examine primary care access based on a population distributed realistically in time and space. To our knowledge, this is the first agent-based model that examines access to health care. It demonstrates a novel tool available to decision-makers in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. Built by use of an open-source code base and publicly available population inputs, the tool can be extended beyond New York City’s Rockaway peninsula given certain inputs related to PCPs. We expect that simulation models like HAZEL will be an important aspect of decision-making in rapidly changing situations, particularly in the aftermath of natural or man-made disasters.
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